


Hello to a new decade! I’d like to think the “roaring 20’s” 
will come back in stationery form (and let’s bring back the 
jitterbug too). Our early Spring release includes some colorful 
and over-the-top animal pun cards - yes, I went there, no 
regrets - and they are all birthday because we all need a little 
more birthday! We also have a new, clean and simple line of 
black-and-white sentiments that just needed to be said in card 
form. From cards for volunteers to coaches and therapists, 
this little series covers all your bases and does it well. We will 
be doing more of these! Tell me, what life occasion or person 
would you like to see a card especially for? We’re listening! 

We are also super happy to announce a collaboration between 
us and One Per Week: Mail, A Journal. This little black book 
(designed in the popular style of our guided journals) is your 
go-to for recording correspondence. We think it will be the 
perfect little addendum to the gift section of paper shops 
everywhere.

As always, we are grateful to you, our retailers and kindest 
supporters, for loving on us for over 10 years. It is hard work 
but we have loved almost every minute of it. 

Owner & Designer

’r e .we e social lik that
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page 2 | wildinkpress.com/wholesale 

an-491 | pig one an-492 | we herd

an-493| irrelephant an-494 | a million ducks an-495 | whale whale whale

bd-486 | butterfly grown-up md-487 | good job mama

{ animal puns }

{ other new }
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 = new item

bw-500| raising monkeys bw-501| mom to our kids

bw-502 | best decision bw-503 | thank you enough bw-504 | hard right now

bw-505 | made a difference bw-506 | your time

{ in black & white }
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big write-in kitchen calendar
Designed to keep family events organized and all in one place - these calendars are perfect for the busy home.  

Two month at a time, write-in, with notes areas. Tested by moms and approved!

The calendars are undated and do not expire, and they come fully assembled with a beautifully handcrafted  
hanging frame - easy to use and unscrewable with a thumbnail or coin. Refills available.

calendar notepads 
Five different notepad styles to add to the calendar. Affixes directly to the page. Each set features six mini tear-off notepads, 

9 pages each, for applying directly to the calendar each month. Also available as a standard notepad of 54 pages. 

100% recycled paper stock, letterpress-printed in silver or black ink. 
Calendar and frame are made in our studio in Chico, California.

 

big write-in 
calendar

calendars 
measure 18” X 25.5”   

100% recycled paper 
hanger included 

6 pages
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 = new item

cal-458-1 | menu blush cal-458-3 | groceries blushcal-458-2 | chores blush cal-458-4 | to do blush

{ big calendar & notepads }
limited 
edition

cal-458 | blush calendar

cal-416-1 | menu black cal-416-2 | chores black cal-416-3 | groceries black cal-416-4 | to do black
cal-417-1 | menu kraft cal-417-2 | chores kraft cal-417-3 | groceries kraft cal-417-4 | to do kraft

best 
seller

cal-416 | black calendar

cal-417 | kraft calendar

cal-458-5 | babysitter blush
cal-417-5 | babysitter kraft
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journals 
& notebooks

pocket- or purse-sized guided  
journals are spiral bound in metal wire.  

covers are  foil printed on a vintage letterpress.  

interiors are offest printed in Chico, CA

journals measure 6.5" x 3.75" 
covers are 100% post consumer waste 

made in USA

j-271 | taste (black) j-272 | explore (black) j-273 | appreciate (black)

taste: a journal  
for tasting everything. 

Includes notes to taste wine, beer, 
whiskey, tea, coffee, cheese, chocolate 

and any other thing that might 
strike your fancy.  8 guide pages with 

descriptors for each category included. 

explore: a journal
for adventures. 

Features pages to record travels and 
other excursions, from backpacking 
and bike rides, to touring ruins or 

sailing on the Mediterranean.  Guide 
pages with conversions, currencies 

and a place to staple maps, receipts, 
etc on each facing page.  

appreciate: a journal
for art lovers. 

Features pages to record  
experiences in the arts - be it a public 

sculpture, a painting at a museum, 
an indie rock concert, an opera 

performance, or a theatrical release .  
Includes pages to staple tickets, sketch 

drawings and record medium used, 
location and emotion. 

best 
seller

mail: a journal  
for correspondence.  

In collaboration with One Per Week  -
Log your letter writing in this special 
little black book. Includes incoming 

and outgoing mail, and spots to 
include notes and ephemera.

j-488 | mail (black)
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 = new item

notebooks  
100% recycled cover 

lined inside 
120 pages

nb-377 | thoughts nb-379 | things i will do

dt-386 | thoughts pencil 

dt-388 | to do pencil

dt-387 | happy lists pencil

nb-378 | happy lists

{ journals & notebooks }

best 
seller
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tote bags

hg-445 | saturday market

hg-446 | sunday brunch

Canvas Tote is 
21”x 15” x 6”

100% Indian Cotton
Leather Handles
Screen-printed  

in the USA

best 
seller

hg-490 | thursday market
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 = new item

{ enamel & brass bookmarks  }

dt-484 | sloth dt-485 | night owl dt-482 | pug dt-483 | movie
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 { coffee cards }  

cof-474  | americano lovecof-473  | mocha me

cof-472  | silly mug

cof-475  | slightly bitter

cof-469  | affogato birthday

cof-471  | birthday doppio

cof-468  | leave room

cof-470  | frappe birthday



{ herb label cards }

hl-467 | birthday thyme hl-465 | butter with sage

hl-464 | chive been thinking hl-466 | carrot all hl-461 | free thyme

hl-463 | long thyme cumin hl-462 | mint to be

best 
seller

best 
seller
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mosaic tile

mt-455 | merci tilemt-457 | love you tile

mt-452 | thank you tile

mt-453 | bee day tile

mt-454 | hello tile

mt-456 | yay tile

best 
seller
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 = new item

ep-450 | handy dad ep-449 | mama bear

ep-448 | wearable cake

{ enamel pin cards }

ep-451 | smarty pants

best 
seller

mt-499 | mom tilemt-498 | dad tile
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hc-408 | just love youhc-170 | sorry for your loss

hc-172 | here for you

hc-289 | calls for bubbly

happy cards

hc-405 | thankful for you hc-411 | made my day

hc-409 | wish you were here

hc-410 | guy card 

best 
seller

best 
seller
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 = new item

hc-167 | truly amazing hc-173 | ready, set, go!

{ happy cards }

hc-406 | hbd dude

hc-224 | woohoo! hc-225 | thank you so so

hc-226 | you’ve got this

hc-258 | better than email

hc-263 | hooray birthday

hc-407 | hip hip hooray

hc-174 | happy dance

hc-171 | happy birthweek

hc-169 | hello friend

best 
seller

best 
seller
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age-392 | eighteenage-418 | sixteen age-393 | twenty-one

age-394 | thirty

age-396 | fifty

age-395 | forty

age-397 | sixty age-419 | seventy

{ milestones }

milestone cards are also available  with no inside sentiment - specify blank
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 = new item

{ birthday gems}

gm-373 | opalgm-372 | sapphire gm-374 | topaz gm-375 | turquoise

gm-365 | amethystgm-364 | garnet gm-366 | aquamarine gm-367 | diamond

gm-369 | pearlgm-368 | emerald gm-370 | ruby gm-371 | peridot
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kcc-319 | banana thanks kcc-320 | apple teacher kcc-321| berry mom

kcc-316 | cookies grandma kcc-317 | soda grandpa kcc-318 | waffle sorry

kcc-313 | ice cream cool kcc-314 | cupcake birthday kcc-315 | pizza dad

best 
seller
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 = new item

ink wild kids: coloring cards 
correspondence begins with the young. zen coloring cards for the little artist! 
there is one for every occasion in a child’s year, including mom, dad, teacher, 

grandparents, and of course, thank you and i’m sorry. 
the mini coloring pencils are tree-smart, made from recycled newspaper.

A6 folded 
3 mini color pencils 

with each

{ kids coloring cards }

kcc-290 | tractor thanks kcc-291 | bi plane awesome kcc-292 | school bus teacher

kcc-293 | submarine sorry kcc-294 | fire truck birthday kcc-295 | bicycle mom

kcc-296 | vespa dad kcc-297 | ice cream truck grandma kcc-298 | hot air balloon grandpa

best 
seller

best 
seller
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3t-176 | one in a million

3t-153 | baby

3t-222 | hot

best 
seller

{ three things series }

3t-073 | birthday 3t-074 | you rock 3t-075 | sorry

3t-076 | me and you 3t-077 - wedding 3t-078 | belated birthday

3t-079 | graduation 3t-080 | love

best 
seller

best 
seller

3t-175 | birthday legal

best new 
product 
winner
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 = new item

{ strike that series }

best 
seller

st-159 | a mess st-160 | licking st-163 | ancientst-162 | dictator

st-161 | wine/age st-165 | entanglement st-166 | favorite st-164 | odd balls

st-329 | awesomeness st-330 | cup of coffee st-332 | knew this dayst-331 | sweet baby
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cof-471 | doppio birthday

cof-470 | frappe birthday

cof-469 | affogato birthday

{ birthday }

best 
seller

best 
seller

bd-179 | free birthday     
inside: it’s this card.

ft-345 | happy burpee day

3t-073 | age well

st-161 | wine/age

st-163 | ancient

3t-078 | belated birthday

3t-175 | birthday legal

ft-344 | age pr

id-137 | piece of cake

bd-477 | shrimply sensational
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 = new item

hl-465 | butter with sage

best 
seller

{ birthday }

bd-357 | hbd lovely

tbh-399| bday favorite

hc-263 | hooray birthday

best 
seller

hc-171 | happy birthweek

hc-406 | hbd dude

hl-467 | birthday thyme

hl-466 | carrot all

best 
seller

an-491 | pig one

an-492 | we herd

an-493| irrelephant

an-494 | a million ducks

an-495 | whale whale whale
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q-129 | moderation

{ birthday }

best 
seller

q-131 | staying young

kc-216 | purrfect birthday

kc-218 | turtley old

ff-227 | 29/fabulous bd-362 | hbd stud

ff-413 | born/undisclosed

ff-415 | still/older

ft-350 | birthday salutations

bd-486 | butterfly grown-up ep-448 | wearable cake
mt-453 | bee day tile

best 
seller
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 = new item

cof-472 | silly mug

cof-468 | leave room

ff-288 | look/note

{ friendship & encouragement }

cl-232 | indispensable

cl-233 | lifesaver

cl-234 | grate

best 
seller

cl-235 | go to

ff-228 | beer/bacon

ff-230 | coffee/wine

st-330 | cup of coffee

st-159 | a mess

kc-220 | woof being friends 

kc-217 | ducky friend

gg-123| buttercup

hl-464 | chive been thinking

ss-255 | more flavor
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{ friendship & encouragement }

hc-407 | hip hip hooray

hc- 411 | made my day hc-169 | hello friend

hc-226  | you’ve got this

hc-405 | thankful for you

hc-410 | guy card 

hc-258 | better than email

hc-289 | calls for bubbly

hc-167 | truly amazing

mt-454 | hello tile

s-004 | hello gorgeous

ft-347 | anything for a mile

3t-074 | you rock

3t-176 | one in a million

best 
seller

best 
seller

tbh-400 | kids in bed
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 = new item

{ love }

bh-081 | ketchup bh-082 | cool whip hf-087 | buttercream hf-086 | prosciutto

ss-253 | sweeter with you ss-254 | world upside down ff-229 | cook/clean

ai-421 | still give me butterflies a-476 | thermostat lovest-160 | lickingst-329 | awesomeness

ss-252 | world together

cof-474 | americano love cof-473 | mocha me cl-261 | good for memsc-361 | stud finder

best 
seller

best 
seller
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3t-222 | hot

3t-080 | love

3t-076 | me and you

q-132 | chocolate

v-202 | love you v-201 | be mine v-200 | i love us

hc-408 | just love you

mt-457 | love you tile

{ love }

vt-203 | I love us vt-206 | besosvt-204 | xo

vt-207 | love you

vt-205 | be mine

vt-208 | mwah!

tag includes 
red and white twine

2.5" x 3.5" single tag 
100% recycled

best 
seller

ft-351 | hold plank

best 
seller

ft-348 | sole mates
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 = new item

st-164 | odd balls

hl-462 | mint to be

a-287 | sharpest couple

best 
seller

hl-463 | long thyme cumin

{ anniversary & wedding }

a-260 | amazing marriage

best 
seller

ff-414 | rainbows/unicorns

st-165 | entanglement

cof-475 | slightly bitter

3t-077 | wedding

a-301| sweet spot

w-359 | bridesmaid

w-360 | maid of honor

best 
seller

a-301| sweet spot

bw-502 | best decision
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A2 folded 
available as boxed sets 

of six or single cards

A6 folded 
3 mini color pencils 

with each

kcc-321 | berry mom

kcc-295 | bicycle mom

kcc-297 | ice cream truck grandma

kcc-316 | cookies grandma

v-259 | takeout valentine e-343 | easter nest

{ spring seasonal cards }

e-156 | alleluia

e-157 | he arose
e-158 | risen indeed

e-412 g /p | somebunny loves you  
(green or peach)

best 
seller

best 
seller
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 = new item

md-338 | amazing mama (A6)

md-339 | mom brunch

md-276 | prettiest mama

md-177 | mom grammar
inside: and now i face a lifetime of being 
annoyed by other people’s poor grammar.

{ mom }

id-135 | measure mom

md-275 | real mother’s day (A6)

md-262 | just like mom (A6)

best 
seller

md-340 | grandma original mom

ep-449 | mama bear

hl-461 | free thyme

best 
seller

best 
seller

best 
seller

md-487 | great job mama bw-501| mom to our kids
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{ dad }

best 
seller

id-134 | measure dad

st-166 | favorite

fd-178 | dad answer
inside: “go ask mom”

fd-029 | tie card
inside: happy father’s day

fd-267 | galaxy dad

fd-277 | finest dad

fd-341 | grandpa original dad

fd-342 | team parent

fd-376 | dad jokes
inside: “hi apparent. i’m dad”
you see what i did there?

ep-450 | handy dad

Louie 
Award 
winner

best 
seller

bw-500| raising monkeys
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 = new item

A6 folded 
3 mini color pencils 

with each

{ dad }

kcc-315 | pizza dad

kcc-296 | vespa dad kcc-298 | hot air balloon grandpa

kcc-317 | soda grandpa

hi-180 | motherhood: pee
3t-153 | baby

q-130 | change a man
inside: is when he is a baby.  
(Natalie Wood) (congratulations!)

st-162 | dictator st-331 | sweet baby

{ baby }

ai-423 | sweet tiny babyb-478 | any cuter

best 
seller

best 
seller
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hc-407 | hip hip hooray

hc-224 | woohoo

tbh-398 | grandparenting

tbh-403| hooray house

tbh-401| yay job

tbh-402| babysitting hours

msc-389 | jet set retirement

msc-328 | congrats big move

{ congrats & retirement }

mt-456 | yay tile

hc-289 | calls for bubbly

hc-174 | happy dance

best 
seller

best 
seller
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 = new item

{ congrats & graduation }

id-139 | smart: cookie

3t-079 | graduation

hc-173 | ready, set, go!

g-353 | so proud of you st-332 | knew this day

g-358 | i spy graduate

msc-391| world is your oyster

hl-463 | long thyme cuminep-451 | smarty pants ft-346 | 26.2

best 
seller
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bw-504 | hard right now

{ sympathy & miscellaneous }

msc-390 | miss you target

msc-336 | ice cream feel better

msc-337 | no words

ft-349 | childs pose (feel better)

hc-170 | sorry for your loss

hc-172 | here for you

hc-265 | pet sympathy 3t-075 | sorry

ai-430 | deepest sympathy

ai-425 | hang in there

hc-409 | wish you were here

best 
seller

best 
seller

Louie 
Award 
winner
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 = new item
kc-221 | otter thank you

3t-074 | you rock

hc-223 | owe ya 

hc-225 | thank you so so

mt-455 | merci tile

{ thank you }

msc-311| comp. flatware (A6)

msc-363 | so stellar

best 
seller

ss-256 | you’re souper

mt-452 | thank you tile

ss-257 | you’re top shelf

Louie 
Award 
winner

ss-257 | top shelf

best 
seller

bw-503 | thank you enough

bw-505 | made a difference

bw-506 | your time



gw-185 | happy leaves wrap

gw-186 | happy dots wrap

gw-187 | happy hex wrap

gw-148 | pakistan tile wrap

gw-150 | suzani wrap

gw-152 | ikat wrap gw-149 | korean vase wrap

gw-151 | otomi blue wrap

gw-184 | otomi red wrap

22" x 28" / uncoated 60 lb 
sold as flat sheets or rolls of 2 

soy inks / made in the usa 
recycled content

gw-239 | otomi multi wrapgw-240 | vintage ornament wrap

gw-435 | pink grey wrap gw-434 | deep purple wrap

{ gift tags & wrap }

gw-479 | maidenhair wrap

best 
seller

best 
seller

best new 
product 
winner
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 = new item

ht-188 | happy happyht-189 | many thanks

ht-190 | yay birthday

ht-191 | for youht-192 | with love

ht-193 | you rock

gift tags match our happy cards & happy gift wrap

2.5"x 3.5" tags / gold foil / assorted colors 
twelve styles, each sold separately 

as a multicolored pack of six

an easy add-on 
to any gift!

h-335 | send more mail ornament

ht-380 | good things take time ht-381 | think of you ht-382 | it’s returnable

ht-383 | you’re gonna love this ht-384 | you’ll never guess ht-385 | oooh, a present!

gift tags
& 

wrap

best 
seller

best 
seller
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boxed notes

mn-283 | giraffe

mn-281 | leopard

mn-280 | zebra

mn-282 | tiger

a2 folded  
 100% cotton  

boxed sets of 6
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 = new item

t-133r | otomi red

t-133b | otomi blue

ms-019 | pakistani wall

t-133y | otomi yellow

ms-017 | pakistani tile

t-001 | ikat

ms-018 | korean lattice

{ boxed notes }

t-003 | faux bois

bot-459 | gilded ferns

bot-460 | gilded maidenhair

ms-016 | korean vase

t-133g | otomi green

best 
seller

best 
seller

best 
seller
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home goods: 
pages 40-43

flour sack tea towels
28” x 29” 

 100% indian cotton 
designed and printed 

in the usa
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 = new item

hg-324 | blueberry piehg-323 | apple pie hg-325 | lemon meringue pie hg-326 | pumpkin pie

hg-299 | classic cocktail coasters

{ tea towels & coasters }

hg-436 | negronihg-438 | margarita hg-440 | manhattan hg-437 | martini hg-439 | dark & stormy

best new 
product 
winner

best 
seller

best 
seller

best 
seller

hg-481 | gingerbread cookieshg-480 | holiday spice granola



183 East Sixth Street, Chico, California 95928
www.wildinkpress.com  |  530-592-3697  |  hello@wildinkpress.com

Ordering & Payment

$150 minimum for opening orders 

$100 minimum for reorders 

There are four easy ways to order - by email to wholesale@wildinkpress.com | by phone: 
530-592-3697 | by faire via direct link: wildinkpress.faire.com  | or online www.
wildinkpress.com/wholesale - once you have set up an online account with us. 
resale license / number is required.

Pricing and Payment - opening orders must be prepaid before shipment by credit card 
or check. subsequent orders can be payable in 30 days, subject to credit approval 
(two trade references required). late payments will be subject to a 10% late fee 
per month. all listed prices are wholesale, and are subject to change.

Shipping and Handling - orders usually ship within 2 to 5 business days, unless a 
shipment date is specified.  rush shipment is available, however fees may apply. fed 
ex, ups ground or standard usps rates apply. occasionally, there will be items out 
of stock. we will notify you if any of your items are back-ordered. free shipping on 
all orders over $350 (gift wrap and big kitchen calendar excluded).

Paper & Packaging

Greeting Cards - our cards are printed on 100% recycled wood pulp paper, or 100% 
cotton fiber, made in the usa, with the exeption of our happy cards, which are made 
with 30% post consumer recycled stock. we package our cards in biodegradable 
clear bags made from plants as much as possible. all cards are a2 size  (4.25” x 5.5”) 
unless otherwise noted. our boxed notes come in clear plastic boxes with a kraft 
label. you may not break apart boxed sets for individual sale.

Other Paper Goods - our gift wrap sheets are printed in the usa with soy inks on fsc 
certified stock with recycled content. they sell as sheets and rolls. our notepads 
are printed in the usa on recycled paper.

product information

terms and conditions

we’re social like that.



our story

Wild Ink Press is a little letterpress studio in Chico, up in northern California. We design 

and manufacture (made in our space from start to finish): witty and pretty greeting cards, 

stationery and other paper goods in our downtown shop renovated from an old soda  

bottling plant. We keep old printing machines and techniques alive, but liven them up with 

fresh artwork and zingy prose! Our paper goods are eco-produced from recycled stock and 

also 100% made in the USA (by us) for you. 

When not designing and printing greeting cards, owners Rebekah and Matt Tennis can be 

found wrangling their four young children, running a tractor on the family rice farm, or 

attempting to travel the world.

The company has grown and expanded over the years, and we now are a staff of six and have 

a retail and printing space in downtown Chico where we still do just what we started at the 

beginning: design cards, print them on old presses, one ink at a time, and package them 

with care for you to give and receive.



we’re social like that.


